List of IHI initiated events
2005-2009

Events where another BU Center or Institute or Department was the principal organizer and invited the IHI to co-sponsor have been omitted. **Bold** indicates IHI Faculty Fellow or External Fellow or Graduate Fellow presenter.


11/7/09 IHI Symposium: The Western Front
- William R. Keylor & Cathal J. Nolan hosts and moderators
- Michael McGuire, “Santa’s Many Helpers: American NGOs, French Refugees And Christmas In Devastated France, 1917-1918” By invitation only to IHI Fellows, students, & members of Western Front Association.


10/22/09 Eugene McCarraher, Villanova University, ”The Heavenly City of Business: The American Century as Corporate Eschatology.” Public lecture open to IHI Fellows, BU faculty, students, & the public.

10/8/09 Jeffrey Frieden, Harvard University, ”America in the World Economy: From the American Century to Globalization.” Public lecture open to IHI Fellows, BU faculty, students, & the public.


4/9/09 David Mayers, ”Neither War Nor Peace: FDR's Diplomats in Berlin and Policy toward Germany, 1933-1941” Public lecture open to BU faculty, students, & the public.

3/16/09 IHI Authors Series: June Grasso, Jay Corrin, Michael Kort, “Modernization And Revolution In China: From The Opium Wars To World Power.” Three-scholar panel discussion of the book co-authored by these BU faculty and IHI Fellows. Open to IHI Fellows, BU faculty, students, & the public.
12/9/08 Cathal J. Nolan, Military History series: "The Xmas Truce of 1914"

9/27/08 IHI Symposium: "Legacy of the Armenian Republic"
- Simon Payaslian featured scholar
- Erik Goldstein, “Great Britain and the Re-emergence of Armenian Statehood”

9/26/08 IHI Symposium: "Legacy of Ashes: History of the CIA"
- Art Hulnik “Legacy of Omissions: What Tim Weiner Didn't Write”
- Joe Wippl, "Ashen History: A Critical Commentary"
- Joel Rosenthal, CCEIA (funder)
- William R. Keylor & Cathal J. Nolan, hosts and moderators

4/10/08 Cathal J. Nolan, Military History series: “Allied and Axis Commanders in Patton and in Reality”

3/26/08 Simon Payaslian, "Varoujan and Siamanto: The Last Generation in Historic Armenia before the Cataclysm"

3/24/08 IHI Symposium on European Fascism
- William R. Keylor: French fascism
- Angelo Codevilla (BU/IR): Italian Fascism
- Jay Corrin: Spanish Fascism
- Jonathan Zatlin: German Fascism
- William R. Keylor & Cathal J. Nolan, hosts and moderators

2/21/08 William R. Keylor, Military Film Series: "Joyeux Noel: The Day the Guns Fell Silent"


1/31/08 Tom Nichols, Naval War College, "The Coming Age of Preventive War"

12/5/07 IHI Authors Series: “Writing International History”

11/7/07 Cathal J. Nolan, Military Film Series: “Problems in Downfall: Hitler's Final 10 Days”

10/24/07 Serge Ricard, Sorbonne Nouvelle (Paris III) Institut du Monde Anglophone, "Real and Mythical Perils in the Caribbean in the Age of Mahan and TR" Vintage History Series


3/23/07 IHI Symposium: From the Great War to the Paris Peace Settlement, 1918-1919
• William Keylor & Cathal Nolan, hosts and moderators
• William Keylor “Have the Ideas of Woodrow Wilson Stood the Test of Time”


2/14/07 Efraim Inbar, “Israel's Lebanese Morass, 1975-2006”


4/11/06 Research Seminar: Anna Geifman, "Terrorism and the Bolshevik Revolution"

4/1/06 Conference: International Origins of the Preservation Movement: 1880-1920
• Erik Goldstein, 'Saving Holy Wisdom: Britain and St. Sophia'

3/23/06 Research Seminar: Jonathon Zatlin, "German Unification in Retrospect"

2/28/06 Live Theatre: “The Lights are Going Out All Over Europe: A Danse Macabre”

11/7/05 IHI Conference: “Inside Saudi Arabia”

10/17/05 Research Seminar: John Eck, Iraq Survey Group: “Intelligence and the Iraq War”

10/13/05 Cathal J. Nolan, Military Film series: “The Napoleonic Wars: Waterloo”